
Remarks on A273506 / A273507,  proposed by Bradley Klee,  from Wolfdieter Lang, June 12, 2016.

For a plane pendulum (L, m, g) = (length, mass, acceleration) one uses dimensionless quantities by using for the dimension 
of an action hbar := L^2*m*w_0, with w_0 = 2*Pi/T_0 =sqrt(g/L) (this is (lambda_pi)/2 in B. Klee's paper). 

Then E = Ehat/(w_0*hbar), q = qhat/L, p = phat/(sqrt(m*hbar*w_0)) and t = that/w_0. (the hat-quantities have dimensions).
The phase space variables are q = Theta (the displacement angle) and p = diff(Theta, t). 

The Hamilton function is taken as H(q, p) = (½) p^2 + (1- cos q). The equation of motion is diff(q, t$2)  +  sin q = 0. For a 
starting displacement angle Theta_0 (when p = 0) one has k := E/2 = sin^2((1/2) Theta_0) (in the Klee paper k = alpha), and 
Theta_0 has a value from, say, [0, +Pi/2]. The initial condition for t = 0 is q(0) = 0 and p(0) = 2*sqrt(k). The energy is 
conserved; k is fixed for given Theta_0. 

The dimensionless period f(k) = T(k)/T_0 = (2/Pi)*K(sqrt(k)) = F(1/2,1/2;1;k^2), with the elliptic integral of first order K 
and a hypergeometric _2F_1 function. The rational k-expansion coefficients f_n = ((2*n)!/(2^(2*n)*n!^2))^2,  n >= 0, are 
given byA038534 (n) / A056982(n). See a comment on A038534.

With Klee's A273506 variables (but here dimensionless) (q = R(k, Q)*cos(Q) , p = R(k, Q)*sin(Q)) and the series ansatz 

r(k,Q) := R(k, Q)/(2*sqrt(k)) = Sum_{n >= 0} r_n(Q)*k^n  (with r_0(Q) = 1) 

one finds from H(q, p) = E = 2*k for r^2 = x the implicit equation 

1 = x*(1 + h(x)) = x*g(x) with h(x) =  Sum_{n >= 1} c(n)*x^n, with c(n) = (-1)^n*(2*cos Q)^(2*(n+1)) / 
(2*(2*(n+1))!)*k^n. 

This can be solved for x = r^2(k, Q) by Lagrange inversion  

x = 1 + Sum_{j>=1} (1/(j+1)!) *(d^j/dt^j 1/g(t)^{j+1})_{t=0}. 

From this r_n(Q) can be found using the convolution 

x = r^2(k, Q) = Sum_{n>=0} k^n* (Sum_{j=0..n} r_j(Q)*r_{n-j}(Q)). 

These r_n(Q) are functions of (cos Q)^2 and the rational coefficients are given 

r(n, m) = A273506(n, m) / A273507(n, m).

Thus

r_n(Q) = Sum_{m=1..n} r(n, m) (cos Q)^(2*(n+m)), for n >= 1, and r_0(Q) = 1. 

                                                                %%%%%%%%%%%%

In Klee's paper the (dimensionless) period f(k) = T(k)/T_0  (k is there alpha) is computed via the formula That(E) = 
diff(Shat(Ehat), Ehat)  with the area Shat for closed phase-space trajectories. This formula is given as a problem in V. 
Arnold's book ``Mathematical Methods of Classical mechanics'', Springer, 1978, on p. 20.  With dimensionless quantities  S 
= Shat/(L^2*w_0*m), E = Ehat/(L^2*m*w_0^2) and R(k, Q) = 2*sqrt(k)*r(k, Q)  and the r(k, Q) series this becomes

f(k) =  (1/(4*Pi)) diff(S(k), k) with S(k) = 2*k int((r(k, Q))^2, Q=0..2*Pi).

With the convolution given above this leads to
20.
f(k) = Sum_{n >= 0} k^n*f_n, with f_n = (n+1) Sum_{j = 0..n}  (1/(2*Pi)) int(r(j,Q)*r(n-j,Q) , Q=0..2*Pi).

These f_n coefficients coincide with the ones obtained from the hypergeometric function sum (or the expanded  
(2/Pi)*K(sqrt(k)) function) given above.



                                                                %%%%%%%%%%%%

Note that the exact solution is known in terms of Jacobi functions sn and cn ( here  the parameter m used by Abramowitz 
and Stegun, ch. 16, is  m = E/2 = k = (sin((1/2)*Theta_0))^2  but the Maple  notation of these function  differs, in that 
sqrt(m) is used) .

q(tau)/(2*sqrt(k)) = (1/sqrt(k))*arsin(k*sn(tau | sqrt(k))),
p(tau)/(2*sqrt(k)) = cn(tau | sqrt(k)) .

However, one should not use this result in the approximation approach of Klee.

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Note added, August 12 2016:
Some typos were corrected. 
For a detailed treatment and the suggestion of a different expansion using the Jacobi nome q and v = tau/f(k) see the paper 
by Wolfdieter Lang, Expansions for phase space coordinates for the plane pendulum, August 12, 2016.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%


